
Forefathers of the Faith Exposed the
REAL Antichrist

God’s people of the past correctly identified the Antichrist. Most of God’s
people today don’t have a clue and are only speculating who it could be.

The Pope – Chief of White Slavers,
High Priest of Intrigue

Former Catholic priest Jeremiah J. Crowley exposes the Popes of Rome as evil
tyrants whose interest is only money and power over as much of the world as
possible
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History of the Pagan Festival of
Easter

Easter is nothing else than Astarte, one of the titles of Beltis, the queen
of heaven, whose name, as pronounced by the people Nineveh, was evidently
identical with that now in common use in this country

Halloween and the Occult

By David J. Meyer
(A True Story)

This is a testimonial from a Christian pastor who was raised by a family that
practiced witchcraft.

Witchcraft is very real but greatly misunderstood. I know because witchcraft
goes back on the paternal side of my family for over five generations to
Chesterfield, Massachusetts in 1770.

My great grandmother became a well-known witch in Wisconsin in the early days
of this century. Caroline was a blind witch and used her fingers to read
palms and also became adept at putting “the hex” on people.

Many spooky things would happen in our family. Dishes would slide off from
shelves, light bulbs would unscrew and fall to the floor, filmy apparitions
would appear and vanish, and this sort of thing became a way of life.
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In one instance, my father was riding with my grandfather in a horse-drawn
wagon, when a filmy white apparition appeared in front of the horse, causing
the horse to rear up on its hind legs. Surrounded by electrifying fear, my
grandfather cracked the whip and the wagon lurched forward and on its way.

My father also watched in stunned amazement when, on another occasion, an
unhitched wagon loaded with hay went up a steep hill by itself.

Halloween was a special time for me, as I was growing up in Clintonville,
Wisconsin. I had given my heart and soul to that day called “Samhain”
(pronounced Sow-en). I had learned that the pagan Sabot of Samhain was a time
when the barrier between the mundane and astral planes was very thin and
departed spirits easily crossed over.’

I also learned that the Roman Catholic Church copied and re-named all of the
eight sabbots. Not only had Samhain become Halloween, but the Winter Solstice
became Christmas, Imbolg became Candlemass, Beltaine became May Day, and
Lughnasadh became Lammas.

The vernal equinox was celebrated as Easter, which is always the first Sunday
after the first full moon following the spring equinox.

Halloween was my special time, when I felt drawn to become like my great
grandmother. I wasn’t interested in the silliness of the Catholic Halloween.
I wanted real magic. The so-called “Christians” were cursing themselves and
their children by copying the craft that their tenets forbade. I knew full
well that so-called Christians were copying what my spiritual ancestors had
done for many centuries.

The powerful witches, known as Grand Druids or men of the oaks, that lived in
the ancient British Isles gathered at Stonehedge on October 31st. These
ancient witches practiced human sacrifice, hollowed out pumpkins and turnips,
carving faces in them, and then used candles made from human tallow to
illuminate them.

The druids played games such as bobbing for apples, as they floated in a tub
of October ale. The druids also practiced ritual sex known as the “Great
Rite”, as the fires blazed forth in the darkness of the giant stone monoliths
of Stonehenge near Salisbury, England.

The apple was thought to be sacred, because when cut in half cross-wise, the
core would reveal the Pentacle or five pointed star. The five points of this
star represented Earth, Wind, Fire, Water and Spirit.

When I was 13 years old, I began to invite the spirits of my deceased great
grandmother into myself. Soon I began to acquire powers and became an adept
astrologer and palm reader. I also practiced numerology and was becoming a
very powerful witch. Many people followed me — and the advice that I gave
them. I had achieved a great measure of success.

By the time I was 19, I had reached my first goal. I was a powerful witch.
Then, very suddenly, the realization hit me that I was making predictions
without looking at my charts. I would blurt out predictions in minute detail,



and they would come to pass. I became frightfully aware that I had become a
sending station and was dispatching spirits to make my predictions come true.
I predicted accidents and tragedies, and suddenly I became filled with
overwhelming fear.

I did not know it at the time, but a dear old woman had been praying for me
every day for a long time. She had known my grandparents, and God used her to
pray me out of darkness. I was completely disabled by fear, which God, in His
mercy, allowed to come upon me.

A friend that I knew in high school persuaded me to come to church with him.
It was a small apostolic church. I soon found myself on my knees repenting,
as I had now found a power far greater than all witchcraft. One week later I
was baptized in water in the name of Jesus Christ. The next week I was
baptized in the Holy Ghost.

I felt fifty pounds lighter, as many evil spirits fled from me as I yielded
myself completely to my newfound friend, the Lord and Saviour, Jesus Christ.
Now I have no fear and am a true minister of the Gospel.

This tract, that you are reading, has been prayed over. Now that you have
read it, you will never be the same. You will not be able to get this out of
your mind.

Most so-called “Christian” churches are phony, but the Lord Jesus is real.
Why live in fear and end up in damnation? I can help you! Please write to the
address below and we will contact you.

With a prayer for you,

David J. Meyer

Last Trumpet Ministries International
PO Box 806
Beaver Dam, WI 53916

http://www.lasttrumpetministries.org

The Pagan Origin Of Easter – By David
J. Meyer
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Pastor David J. Meyer

I copied this article from the Last Trumpet Ministries website and am re-
posting it on my site because the font on that website is too small and hard
to read on a mobile device. I consider the information in Pastor Meyer’s
tract to be extremely valuable history and the key to understanding why pagan
traditions got mixed up in the Christian day of celebrating Jesus’
Resurrection from the dead. I hope you agree.

Easter is a day that is honored by nearly all of contemporary Christianity
and is used to celebrate the resurrection of Jesus Christ.

The holiday often involves a church service at sunrise, a feast which
includes an “Easter Ham”, decorated eggs and stories about rabbits.

Those who love truth learn to ask questions, and many questions must be asked
regarding the holiday of Easter.

Is it truly the day when Jesus arose from the dead? Where did all of the
strange customs come from, which have nothing to do with the resurrection of
our Saviour?

The purpose of this tract is to help answer those questions, and to help
those who seek truth to draw their own conclusions.

The first thing we must understand is that professing Christians were not the
only ones who celebrated a festival called “Easter.”

“Ishtar”, which is pronounced “Easter” was a day that commemorated the
resurrection of one of their gods that they called “Tammuz”, who was believed
to be the only begotten son of the moon-goddess and the sun-god.

In those ancient times, there was a man named Nimrod, who was the grandson of
one of Noah’s son named Ham.

Ham had a son named Cush who married a woman named Semiramis.Cush and
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Semiramis then had a son named him “Nimrod.”

After the death of his father, Nimrod married his own mother and became a
powerful King.

The Bible tells of of this man, Nimrod, in Genesis 10:8-10 as follows: “And
Cush begat Nimrod: he began to be a mighty one in the earth. He was a mighty
hunter before the Lord: wherefore it is said, even as Nimrod the mighty
hunter before the Lord. And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and
Erech, and Accad,and Calneh, in the land of Shinar.”

Nimrod became a god-man to the people and Semiramis, his wife and mother,
became the powerful Queen of ancient Babylon.

Nimrod was eventually killed by an enemy, and his body was cut in pieces and
sent to various parts of his kingdom.

Semiramis had all of the parts gathered, except for one part that could not
be found.

That missing part was his reproductive organ. Semiramis claimed that Nimrod
could not come back to life without it and told the people of Babylon that
Nimrod had ascended to the sun and was now to be called “Baal”, the sun god.

Queen Semiramis also proclaimed that Baal would be present on earth in the
form of a flame, whether candle or lamp, when used in worship.

Semiramis was creating a mystery religion, and with the help of Satan, she
set herself up as a goddess.

Semiramis claimed that she was immaculately conceived.

She taught that the moon was a goddess that went through a 28 day cycle and
ovulated when full.

She further claimed that she came down from the moon in a giant moon egg that
fell into the Euphrates River.

This was to have happened at the time of the first full moon after the spring
equinox.

Semiramis became known as “Ishtar” which is pronounced “Easter”, and her moon
egg became known as “Ishtar’s” egg.”

Ishtar soon became pregnant and claimed that it was the rays of the sun-god
Baal that caused her to conceive.

The son that she brought forth was named Tammuz.

Tammuz was noted to be especially fond of rabbits, and they became sacred in
the ancient religion, because Tammuz was believed to be the son of the sun-
god, Baal. Tammuz, like his supposed father, became a hunter.

The day came when Tammuz was killed by a wild pig.



Queen Ishtar told the people that Tammuz was now ascended to his father,
Baal, and that the two of them would be with the worshippers in the sacred
candle or lamp flame as Father, Son and Spirit.

Ishtar, who was now worshipped as the “Mother of God and Queen of Heaven”,
continued to build her mystery religion.

The queen told the worshippers that when Tammuz was killed by the wild pig,
some of his blood fell on the stump of an evergreen tree, and the stump grew
into a full new tree overnight. This made the evergreen tree sacred by the
blood of Tammuz.

She also proclaimed a forty day period of time of sorrow each year prior to
the anniversary of the death of Tammuz.

During this time, no meat was to be eaten.

Worshippers were to meditate upon the sacred mysteries of Baal and Tammuz,
and to make the sign of the “T” in front of their hearts as they worshipped.

They also ate sacred cakes with the marking of a “T” or cross on the top.

Every year, on the first Sunday after the first full moon after the spring
equinox, a celebration was made.

It was Ishtar’s Sunday and was celebrated with rabbits and eggs.

Ishtar also proclaimed that because Tammuz was killed by a pig, that a pig
must be eaten on that Sunday.

By now, the readers of this tract should have made the connection that
paganism has infiltrated the contemporary “Christian” churches, and further
study indicates that this paganism came in by way of the Roman Catholic
System.

The truth is that Easter has nothing whatsoever to do with the resurrection
of our Lord Jesus Christ.

We also know that Easter can be as much as three weeks away from the
Passover, because the pagan holiday is always set as the first Sunday after
the first full moon after the spring equinox.

Some have wondered why the word “Easter” is in the the King James Bible.

It is because Acts, chapter 12, tells us that it was the evil King Herod, who
was planning to celebrate Easter, and not the Christians.

The true Passover and pagan Easter sometimes coincide, but in some years,
they are a great distance apart.

So much more could be said, and we have much more information for you, if you
are a seeker of the truth.

We know that the Bible tells us in John 4:24, “God is a Spirit: and they that



worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth.”

The truth is that the forty days of Lent, eggs, rabbits,hot cross buns and
the Easter ham have everything to do with the ancient pagan religion of
Mystery Babylon.These are all antichrist activities!

Satan is a master deceiver, and has filled the lives of well-meaning,
professing Christians with idolatry.

These things bring the wrath of God upon children of disobedience, who try to
make pagan customs of Baal worship Christian.

You must answer for your activities and for what you teach your children.

These customs of Easter honor Baal, who is also Satan, and is still
worshipped as the “Rising Sun” and his house is the “House of the Rising
Sun.”

How many churches have “sunrise services” on Ishtar’s day and face the rising
sun in the East?

How many will use colored eggs and rabbit stories, as they did in ancient
Babylon.

These things are no joke, any more than Judgement day is a joke.

I pray to God that this tract will cause you to search for more truth.

We will be glad to help you by providing more information and by praying for
you.

These are the last days, and it is time to repent, come out and be separate.

David J. Meyer

Last Trumpet Ministries International
PO Box 806
Beaver Dam, WI 53916

Adventures in St. Petersburg, Russia
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I lived in St. Petersburg, Russia, from August of 1994 to October of 1997. It
was known as Leningrad during the time of the Soviet Union. Many people who
don’t live in St. Petersburg still call it Leningrad! At least they did
during my stay in Russia. But I don’t remember a resident of St. Petersburg
refer to it by the Soviet name. They are proud of their pre-Soviet history
when Peter the Great founded the city on the tributary of the Neva river —
actually a wetland. The mosquitoes in the summertime are terrible!

Gostiny Dvor on Nevsky Prospect.

The photo is Gostini Dvor on the main street, Nevsky Prospect. In 1997 I
spent over 2 whole hours looking for a weather thermometer but could not find
one. The salespeople kept telling me to go to a pharmacy. I replied, “I’m not
looking for a body thermometer! I want a weather thermometer.” They replied,
“Yes, but they also sell those at the pharmacy.” Well, can you guess what
happened when I posed the same question to the pharmacy people back then?
They looked at me like I was nuts! “This is a drugstore, not a household
appliance store!” “I know I know! But the main department store in town TOLD
me to come to you!” And so I was bounced back and forth about 3 times before
I finally gave up. A few weeks later I went back to my old neighborhood in
Chicago and found what I was looking for in a Dollar Shop in a matter of
minutes.

Nostalgic communist lady

The lady on the right is a nostalgic communist who is campaigning for the
return of communism. Behind her are photos of Stalin, Lenin, and a
contemporary politician named Zugannof. If you guessed by the sour look on
her face that she doesn’t like me, you’re correct. She knows that I am a
foreigner and a Christian missionary. I just smiled back at her and walked
on.
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A beggar in St.
Petersburg

St. Petersburg is situated on a tributary, and so it is divided into several
small islands that are linked by bridges and tunnels. Here is a typical
beggar in Petrogradskaya Ostrov (Petersburg Island). It is hard to tell which
beggars are really in need and who is faking. Some are professional beggars
who actually pay the Mafia to beg on their turf. After a day’s work of
soliciting donations, they can relax in a fine restaurant eating a good meal.
This is something I could not afford to do when I was there!

James and Helen

There was real poverty in St.Peterburg when I was there. I often visited a
poor lady named Helen. Here I am with her in 1997. But though she was old and
needy, she never begged. She taught English and got paid in groceries.
Sometimes I would bring her food and gifts. Read more about Helen, a former
interpreter who helped in an interview with the famous Yuri Gagarin, the
first man to be shot into space into orbit!

Giving a talk about the meaning of
Easter in a school in St.Petersburg

Here is a picture of me and my friends in a school in St. Petersburg. It is
close to Easter and I am giving a talk to the pupils on the meaning of Easter
— the resurrection of Jesus Christ. I had the total support of the school
teachers and principal to do so. Do you think I could get away with this in a
public school in my homeland, the USA? Only deep somewhere in a rural area in
the State of Indiana where the Amish live perhaps.

With Natasha Blond

Here I am with Natasha Blond in a park in front of a horse. Isn’t she pretty?
The horse was kinda pretty too. Her family name is not “Blond” but I named
her that because of her real 100% natural blond hair, smooth as silk! You can
tell that I really liked Natasha Blond! But alas, she was way too young for
me.
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Selling audio-visuals at an
exhibition in St. Petersburg

In the photo is Russian Stephanie, American Nat, and me at the main
exhibition hall in town. We are offering audio-visual teaching material for
children. This is partly how we supported ourselves. The rest of the support
came from donations from the headquarters of The Family and monthly donations
from my faithful friends in Japan to whom I wrote monthly newsletters of my
missionary activities in Russia.

Lydia with a women from Georgia

In the picture on the right is Lydia (right) talking to a lady from the
former Soviet republic of Georgia. I don’t know why in English we say
“Georgia” because the correct pronunciation doesn’t sound anything like the
US state of Georgia. It sounds more like Gruzia. Lydia was a friend of the
head of security at the main exhibition hall of St. Petersburg. He would let
us inside for free when everyone else had to pay $1.00. A dollar doesn’t
sound like much now but it sure did then! That was 5000 RUBLES!! It was nice
to walk around with the head of security. This way the other guards would get
to know us and leave us alone while we offered our teaching materials to the
guests.

Lydia by a vendor of flowers

Here’s Lydia again on a street by a vendor of flowers. Lydia is from Kiev,
Ukraine. People often remarked that she spoke with an accent, unlike a
Ukrainian. This is due to her learning English and being with missionaries
from America. She married and has a one-year-old daughter named Diane.

A Candid History Of The Jesuits –
Joseph McCabe
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AUTHOR OF “THE DECAY OF THE CHURCH OF ROME” ETC,
LONDON
EVELEIGH NASH
1913

This is a work in progress. I am attempting to make this work more accessible
on the Internet. You can download the PDF file here .

PREFACE
It is the historic custom of the Church of Rome to enlist in its service
monastic or quasi-monastic bodies in addition to the ordinary clergy. In Its
hour of greatest need, at the very outbreak of the Reformation, the Society
of Jesus was formed as one of these auxiliary regiments, and in the war which
the Church of Rome has waged since that date the Jesuits have rendered the
most spirited and conspicuous service. Yet the procedure of this Society has
differed in many important respects from that of the other regiments of the
Church and a vast and unceasing controversy has gathered about it. It is
probable that a thousand times, or several thousand times, more books and
pamphlets and articles have been written about the Jesuits than about even
the oldest and most powerful or learned of the monastic bodies. Not a work of
history can be opened in any language, but it will contain more references to
the Jesuits than to all the other religious orders collectively. But opinions
differ as much today as they did a hundred or two hundred years ago about the
character of the Jesuits, and the warmest eulogies are chilled by the most
bitter and withering indictments.

What is a Jesuit? The question is asked still in every civilised land, and
the answer is a confusing mass of contradictions. The most learned historians
read the facts of their career so differently, that one comes to a verdict
expressing deep and criminal guilt, and another acquits them with honour.
Since the foundation of the Society these drastically opposed views of its
action have been taken, and the praise and homage of admirers have been
balanced by the intense hatred of an equal number of Catholic opponents. It
would seem that some impenetrable veil lies over the history and present life
of the Society, yet on both sides its judges refuse to recognise obscurity.
Catholic monarchs and peoples have, time after time, driven the Jesuits
ignominiously over their frontiers; Popes have sternly condemned them. But
they are as active, and nearly as numerous, in the twentieth century as in
the last days of the old political world.

No marshaling of historical facts will change the feeling of the pronounced
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admirers and opponents of the Jesuits, and it would be idle to suppose that,
because the present writer is neither Roman Catholic nor Protestant, he will
be awarded the virtue of impartiality. There seems, however, some need for an
historical study of the Jesuits which will aim at impartiality and candour.
On one side we have large and important works like Creineau-Joly’s Histoire
religieuse,politique, et litteraire de la Compagnie de Jesus, and a number of
smaller works, written by Catholics of England or America, from the material,
and in the spirit, of the French historian’s work. Such works as these cannot
for a moment be regarded as serious history. They are panegyrics or
apologies: pleasant reading for the man or woman who wishes to admire, but
mere untruth to the man or woman who wishes to know. Indeed, the work of M.
Creineau-Joly written in conjunction with the Jesuits, which is at times
recommended as the classical authority on the Society, has worse defects than
the genial omission of unedifying episodes. He makes the most inflated
general statements on the scantiest of material, is seriously and frequently
inaccurate, makes a very generous use of the “mental reserve” which his
friends advocate, and sometimes embodies notoriously forged documents without
even intimating that they are questioned.

Such works naturally provoke an antagonistic class of volumes, in which the
unflattering truths only are presented and a false picture is produced to the
prejudice of the Jesuits. An entirely neutral volume on the Jesuits does not
exist, and probably never will exist. The historian who surveys the whole of
the facts of their remarkable and romantic career cannot remain neutral. Nor
is it merely a question of whether the writer is a Roman Catholic or no. The
work of M. Cretineau-Joly was followed in France by one written by a zealous
priest, the Abbe Guettee, which tore its predecessor to shreds, and
represented the Society of Jesus as fitly condemned by Pope and kings.

It will be found, at least, that the present work contains an impartial
account both of the virtue and heroism that are found in the chronicles of
the Jesuits, and the scandals and misdeeds that may justly be attributed to
them. It is no less based on the original Jesuit documents, as far as they
have been published, and the work of Cretineau-Joly, than on the antagonistic
literature, as the reader will perceive. Whether or not it seems to some an
indictment, it is a patient endeavor give all the facts, within the compass
of the volume, enable the reader to form a balanced judgment on Society. It
is an attempt to understand the Jesuits: understand the enthusiasm and fiery
attachment of half of the Catholic world no less than the disdain detestation
of the other, to employ the white and black, not blended into a monotonous
grey but in the respective places and shades, so as to afford a truth picture
of the dramatic fortunes of the Society during nearly four centuries, and
some insight into the character of the men who won for it such ardent
devotion and such intense hostility.

J. M.

In the early summer of the year 1521, some months after Martin Luther had
burned the Pope’s bull at Wittenberg and lit the fire of the Reformation, a
young Basque soldier lay abed in his father’s castle at the foot of the
Pyrenees, contemplating the wreck of his ambition. Inigo of Loyola was the



youngest son in a large family of ancient lineage and little wealth. He had
lost his mother at an early date, and had been placed by a wealthy aunt at
court, where he learned to love the flash of swords, the smile of princes,
the softness of silk and of women’s eyes, and all the hard deeds and rich
rewards of the knight’s career. From the court he had gone to the camp, and
had set himself sternly to the task of cutting an honourable path back to
court. Fearless in war, skillful in sport and in martial exercises, refined
in person, cheerful in temper, and ardent in love, the young noble had seen
before him a long avenue of knightly adventure and gracious recompense. He
was, in 1521, in his thirtieth year of age, or near it – his birth-year is
variously given as 1491 or 1493; a clean built, sinewy little man, with dark
lustrous eyes flashing in his olive-tinted face, and thick black hair
crowning his lofty forehead. And a French ball at the siege of Pampeluna had,
at one stroke, broken his leg and shattered his ambition.

It took some time to realise the ruin of his ambition. The chivalrous
conquerors at Pampeluna had treated their brave opponent with distinction,
and had, after dressing his wounds, sent him to the Loyola castle in the
Basque provinces, where his elder brother had brought the surgeons to make
him fit for the field once more. The bone, they found, had been badly set; it
must be broken again and re-set. He bore their operations without a moan, and
then lay for weeks in pain and fever. He still trusted to return to the camp
and win the favour of a certain great lady probably the daughter of the
Dowager-Queen of Naples whose memory he secretly cherished. Indeed, on the
feast of the Apostles Peter and Paul, he spoke of it with confidence; he told
his brother that the elder apostle had entered the dark chamber and healed
him on the eve of the festival. Unhappily he found, when the fever had gone,
that the second setting of his leg had been so ill done that a piece of bone
projected below the knee, and the right leg was shorter than the left. Again
he summoned the mediaeval surgeons and their appalling armoury, and they
sawed off the protruding piece of bone and stretched his leg on a rack they
used for such purposes; and not a cry or curse came from the tense lips. But
the right leg still refused to meet its fellow, and shades gathered about
Inigo’s glorious prospect of life. A young man who limps can hardly hope to
reach a place of honour in the camp, or the gardens of the palace, or the
hearts of women. Talleyrand, later, would set out on his career with a limp;
and Talleyrand would become a diplomatist.

Inigo lay in the stout square castle of rugged stone, which is now reverently
enclosed, like a jewel, in a vast home of the Jesuits. It then stood alone in
a beautiful valley, just at the foot of the last southern slopes of the
Pyrenees, about a mile from the little town of Azpeitia. The mind of the
young Basque heaved with confused and feverish dreams as he lay there, in the
summer heat, beside the wreck of his ambition. He called for books of knight-
errantry, to while away the dreary days, but there were none in the Loyola
castle, and someone – a pious sister, perhaps brought him a Life of Christ
and a Flowers of the Saints. For lack of anything better he read them: at
first fingering the leaves with the nearest approach to disdain that a
Christian soldier dare admit, then starting with interest, at length flushing
with enthusiasm. What was this but another form of chivalry? Nay, when you
reflected, it was the only chivalry worth so fierce a devotion as his. Here



was a way of winning a fair lady, the Queen of Heaven, whose glances were
worth more than the caresses of all the dames in Castile: here was a monarch
to serve, whose court outshone the courts of France and Spain as the sun
outshines the stars: here were adventures that called for a higher spirit
than the bravado of the soldier.

The young Basque began to look upon a new world from the narrow windows of
the old castle. Down the valley was Azpeitia, and even there one could find
monsters and evil knights to slay in the cause of Mary. Southward were the
broad provinces of Spain, full of half-converted Moors and Jews and ever-
flourishing vices. Across the hills and the seas were other kingdoms, calling
just as loudly for a new champion of God and Mary. One field, far away at the
edge of the world, summoned him with peremptory voice; after all the Crusades
the sites in the Holy Land were still trodden by the feet of blaspheming
Turks. The blood began to course once more in the veins of the soldier.

During the winter that followed his friends noticed that he was making a
wonderful chronicle of the lives of Christ and His saints. He was skilled in
all courtly accomplishments – they did not include learning – and could
write, and illuminate very prettily, sonnets to the secret lady of his inner
shrine. Now he used his art to make a pious chronicle, with the words and
deeds of Christ in vermilion and gold, the life of Mary in blue, and the
stories of the saints in the less royal colours of the rainbow, and his dark
pale face was lit by a strange light. There were times when this new light
flickered or faded, and the fleshly queen of his heart seemed to place white
arms about him, and the sunny earth fought with the faint vision of a far-off
heaven. Then he prayed, and scourged himself, and vowed that he would be the
knight of Christ and Mary; and so he told his followers long afterwards the
heavy stone castle shook and rumbled with the angry passing of the demon. He
told them also that he had at the time a notion of burying himself in the
Carthusian monastery at Seville, and sent one to inquire concerning its way
of life; but such a design is so little in accord with his knight-errant mood
that we cannot think he seriously entertained it

By the spring the struggle had ended and Ignatius – he exchanged his worldly
name for that of a saint-model – set out in quest of spiritual adventure. The
“sudden revolution,” as Cretineau-Joly calls his conversion, had occupied
about nine months. Indeed, friends and foes of the Jesuits have conspired to
obscure the development of his feelings: the friends in order that they may
recognise a miracle in the conversion, the foes in order that they may make
it out to have been no conversion at all, but a transfer of selfish ambition
from the camp to the Church. Whatever be the truth about Inigo’s earlier
morals, he had certainly received a careful religious education in boyhood,
and he would just as certainly not learn scepticism at the court set up by
Ferdinand and Isabella. His belief that he had a vision of St. Peter, a few
weeks after receiving his wound and before he read the pious books, shows
that he had kept a vivid religious faith in the camp. Some looseness of
conduct would not be inconsistent with this, especially in Spain, but the
darker descriptions of his adolescent ways which some writers give are not
justified. “He was prone to quarrels and amatory folly” is all that the most
candid of his biographers says. Let us grant the hot Basque blood a quick



sense of honour and a few love-affairs. On the whole, Inigo seems to have
been an officer of the stricter sort, and a thorough Catholic. Hence we can
understand that, as earth grows dark and cheerless for him, and the casual
reading brings before him in vivid colouring the vision of faith, his fervent
imagination is gradually won, and he sincerely devotes his arms to the
service of Christ and Mary.

Piously deceiving his brother as to his destination, he set out on a mule in
the month of March. He would go to the shrine of Our Lady at Montserrat, to
ask a blessing on his enterprise, and then cross the sea to convert the
Mohammedans in Palestine. His temper is seen in an adventure by the way. He
fell in with one of the Moors who had put on a thin mantle of Christian
profession in order that they might be allowed to remain in Spain, and talked
to him of Our Lady of Montserrat. Being far from the town and the ears of
Inquisitors, the Moor spoke lightly of the Mother of Christ, and, when the
convert showed heat, fled at a gallop. Ignatius wondered, with his hand on
his sword, whether or no his new ideal demanded that he should follow and
slay the man. He left the point to God, or to his mule, and was taken on the
road to Montserrat.

At last he came to the steep mountain, with saw-like peaks, which rises out
of the plain some twenty miles to the north-west of Barcelona, with the
famous shrine of the Virgin on its flank. In the little town of Iguelada, at
the foot of the mountain, he bought the rough outfit of a pilgrim a tunic of
sackcloth, a rope-girdle, a pair of rough sandals, a staff, and a gourd and
made his way up the wild slopes, among the sober cypresses, to the
Benedictine monastery which guarded the shrine. For three days he knelt at
the feet of one of the holiest of the monks, telling, with many tears, the
story of his worldly life. Then he went again to the town, took aside a poor-
clad beggar, as Francis of Assisi had done in his chronicle, and exchanged
garments with him, putting the sackcloth tunic over his rags. It was the eve
of the great festival of Mary, the Annunciation (March 25th), and he spent
the night kneeling before the altar, as he had read of good knights doing
before they took the field. In the morning he hung his sword in the shrine
and set forth. From that moment we shall do well to forget that Ignatius had
been a soldier, and seek some other clue to his conduct.

The next step in his journey toward Rome is described at great length in
lives of the saint, yet it is not wholly intelligible. Instead of going to
Barcelona, where one took ship, he went to Manresa, and his pilgrimage was
postponed for nearly a year. He did not take the high road to Barcelona, says
his biographer, lest he should meet the people coming to the shrine: a theory
which would not only require another theory to explain it, but which gives no
explanation of the year’s delay. Others think that he heard there was plague
in the port; though the plague would not last a year, and one may question if
Ignatius would flee it. The truth seems to be that the idea of spending his
life in the East was already yielding in his mind to another design: the plan
of forming a Society was dimly breaking on him. He had studied the monastic
life in the Benedictine monastery at Montserrat, and had brought away with
him a book, written by one of their abbots, over which he would brood to some
purpose. He had a vague feeling that the appointed field of adventure might



be Europe.

However that may be, he took a road that led away from Barcelona, and as he
limped and suffered, for he had discarded the mule and would make his
pilgrimage afoot, he asked where he could find a hospital (in those days a
mixture of hostel and hospital). He was taken to Manresa, a picturesque
little town in one of the valleys of the district, where he lodged in the
hospital for a few days, and then, instead of going to Barcelona, found an
apartment and became a local celebrity. The beggar to whom he had given his
clothes had, naturally, been arrested, and Ignatius was forced to tell his
strange story, in order to clear the man and himself. The story grew as it
passed from mouth to mouth, and it was presently understood that the dirty,
barefoot, ill-clad beggar, who asked a little coarse bread at the doors, and
retired to pray and scourge himself, was one of the richest grandees of the
eastern provinces. Children followed “Father Sackcloth” about the streets;
men sneered at his uncut nails and his long, wild black locks and thin face;
women wept, and asked his prayers.

After a few months he found a cavern outside the town, at the foot of the
hills, and entered upon the period of endless prayer and wild austerity in
which he wrote his book, the Spiritual Exercises. He scourged himself, until
the blood came, three times a day: he ate so little, and lived so intense a
life, that he was sometimes found unconscious on the floor of the cave, had
to be removed and nursed; his deep black eyes seemed to gleam from the face
of a corpse. Thus he lived for six months, and wrote his famous book. I need
not analyse that passionate guide to the spiritual life, or consider the
legend of its miraculous origin. We know from Benedictine writers that
Ignatius had received at Montserrat a copy of the Exercitatorium of their
abbot Cisneros, and anyone familiar with Catholic life will know that similar
series of “meditations” are, and always have been, very common. There is an
original plan in Ignatius’s book, and the period during which the mind must
successively brood over sin and hell, virtue and heaven, Christ and the
devil, is boldly extended to four weeks. These are technicalities;1 the
deeply original thing in the work is its intensity, and for the source of
this we need only regard those six months of fierce inner life in the cave
near Manresa.

In later years Ignatius claimed that the general design of his Society, and
even the chief features of its constitution, were revealed to him in that
cavern. “I saw it thus at Manresa,” he used to say when he was asked why such
or such a feature was included. In this he is clearly wrong. His Society was,
in essence and details, a regiment enlisted to fight Protestantism, and
Ignatius certainly knew nothing of Protestantism as a formidable menace to
the Pope’s rule in 1522; one may doubt if he was yet aware of the existence
of Luther. We may conclude again that he had in mind a vague alternative to
his mission to the Mohammedans. Those who are disposed to believe that the
Society of Jesus was in any definite sense projected by him at Manresa will
find it hard to explain why for five years afterwards he still insisted that
his mission was to the Turks.

1 A good study of the controversy as to the indebtedness of Ignatius to the Benedictines, and
even the Mohammedans, from the point of view of an outsider, will be found in H. Muller’s



Les origines de la Compagnie de Jesus (1898).

In January 1523 he set out for Barcelona, trimming his nails, combing and
clipping his hair, and exchanging his sack for clothes of coarse grey stuff.
He did not wish to attract too much attention, he said. He was detained a few
weeks at Barcelona, and begged his bread, and served the poor and the sick,
in the way which was to become characteristic of the early Jesuits. On Palm
Sunday he entered Rome, lost in a crowd of other pilgrims and beggars, and
from there he walked on foot to Venice, whence he sailed in July. Within six
months he was back in Venice. The Franciscan monks who controlled the
Christian colony at Jerusalem had sent him home very quickly, fearing that
his indiscreet fervour would lead to trouble with the Turks. The whole
expedition was Quixotic, if it was really meant to be more than a pilgrimage,
as Ignatius knew not a word of any language but Basque and Castilian. He
returned to Venice in a thin ragged coat, his legs showing flagrantly through
his tattered trousers, and in this guise he crossed on foot to Genoa, in hard
wintry weather. By the end of February he was again in Barcelona.

For several years yet Ignatius will continue to speak of the conversion of
the Turks as his chief mission, but his actions suggest that the alternative
in his mind was growing larger. The year’s experience had taught him that the
knight of the Lord needed education, and he sat among the boys at Barcelona
learning the Latin grammar and startling them by rising into literal
ecstasies over the conjugation of the verb “to love.” He now dressed in neat
plain clothes, but begged his bread on the way to school and took every
occasion to preach the gospel. Once, when he had converted a loose community
of nuns, the fast young men of Barcelona, who were angry at this interference
with their pleasures, sent their servants to waylay him. They nearly killed
him with their staves. Many jeered at him as a hypocrite or a fanatic: many
revered him, and a few youths became his first disciples. With three of these
he went, after two years study in Barcelona, to the University of Alcala, and
began his higher studies. But he was so eager to make an end of this
intellectual preparation, and so busy with saving souls and gaining
proselytes, that he tried to take simultaneously the successive parts of the
stately medieval curriculum, and learned very little.

His first attempt to found a Society also ended in disastrous failure.
Opinion in Alcala was divided about “the sackcloth men.” Some picturesque
figures were known in the religious life of Spain, but no one had yet seen
such a thing as this little band of youths, led by a pale and worn man of
thirty-two, who went barefoot from house to house, begging their bread, and
passed from the schools in the evening to the hospitals or the homes of the
poor, or stood boldly in the public squares and told sinners to repent. It
was an outrage on the dignity of ecclesiastical life, and so they were
denounced to the Inquisition, and two learned priests were sent from Seville
to examine them. Mystics were hardly less obnoxious to the Inquisition than
secret Jews and Moors, and then there was this new device of Satan which was
said to be spreading in Germany. Ignatius and his grey-coated young preachers
were arrested and brought before the terrible tribunal. Their doctrine was
found to be sound, but they were forbidden to wear a uniform dress and were
ordered to put shoes on their feet. They dyed their coats different colours,
and returned to their work; as Jesuits have often done since.



Four months afterwards, the officers of the Inquisition fell on them again
and put them in prison. Among the women who sought the spiritual guidance of
Ignatius were some ladies of wealth, who wished to follow his example. It is
said that he did not consent, and they; set out, against his will, to beg
their bread and tend the sick. This was too much for respectable folk in
Alcala; and Ignatius was closely examined to see whether he was not a secret
Jew, since Christians did not do these things. The inquiry ended in the
companions being ordered to dress as other students did, and to forbear
preaching for four years. It is important to notice how from the first
Ignatius, relying on his inner visions, will not bend to any authority if he
can help it. He and his youths walked to Salamanca, and resumed the ways, but
the eye of the Inquisition was on them, and they were imprisoned again. The
authorities now fastened on them a restriction which may puzzle layman: they
were forbidden to attempt to distinguish between mortal and venial sin until
their theological studies were completed. It meant, in practice, that they
must not disturb the gay sinners of Spain with threats hell, and for the time
it entirely destroyed the design Ignatius. His disciples fell away, and
Ignatius fled to a land where there were no Inquisitors. He crossed the
Pyrenees and went the whole length of France on foot

The seven years which he spent at Paris were the greatest importance in the
life of Ignatius. Of studies little need be said. He now took the universal
courses in proper succession, and won his degree 1534. But these studies were
only a means to an end and he never became a scholar. He discarded books,
wrote a very poor Latin, and took long to master Italian. For secular
knowledge he had a pious disdain. His followers were to be learned just in so
far as it was needed to capture and retain the control of youth and promote
the authority of the Pope. The chief interest of the long stay in Paris is
that he there founded his Society, and the manner of its foundation is of
great importance.

He had not been long at the University before his strange ways set up the
usual conflict of opinion. Was he a hypocrite, or a fool, or a saint? From
the youths who took the more complimentary view of his ways he picked out a
few to form the little band of disciples he was always eager to have, and put
them through the Spiritual Exercises. They came out of this fiery ordeal in
heroic temper, sold their little possessions, and began to beg their bread;
to the extreme indignation of their friends in the Spanish colony. In order
to save time for study, Ignatius used to go to the Low Countries in the
holidays and beg funds for his “poor students” among the Spanish merchants.
One year the year before Henry VIII set up the Church of England he went to
London, but we know only that the city was very generous to him. On these
alms Ignatius and his disciples maintained their life of prayer, austerity,
and philanthropy, living in one of the colleges among the other students and
angling prudently for souls. The irritation against Ignatius among the
Spaniards became so great that the Rector was persuaded to inflict on him a
public flogging, the last disgrace of an unpopular student. He was not
flogged, however; nor is there anything really miraculous, as some think, in
the Rector’s change of mind. Ignatius feared the effect on his disciples and
had a private talk with the Rector before the appointed hour. He had a
marvellous power of persuasion and penetration.



These earlier followers seem in time to have fallen away, or never been
admitted to his secret designs, and it was not until 1530 that he began to
gather about his the men whose names have been inscribed in the history of
Europe. In 1530 Ignatius shared his room with gentle and deeply religious
youth from Savoy, Peter Favre, a peasant’s son who had already won the doctor
cap and priestly orders, as pious as he was clever. He had made a vow of
chastity in his thirteenth year, an was now, in his twenty-fifth year, as
eager to keep clean conscience as to advance in learning. He acted as a
philosophical coach to Ignatius. From Aristotle and Aquinas they passed, in
their nightly talk, to other matters, and Favre presently made the Exercises.

Francis Xavier, a Navarrese youth of high birth was a friend of Favre, and,
like him, a brilliant student and keen hungerer for knowledge. He was a your
man of great refinement, and his large soft blue eyes looked with disdain on
the eccentricities of Ignatius. He was not a little vain of his learning, his
handsome person, and his skill in running. Who but Ignatius could have seen
the Francis Xavier of a later day wearing out his life in the conversion of
savages, in the elegant and self-conscious scholar? Francis Thompson speaks
with admiration of the “holy wiles” by which Ignatius secured this gifted and
elusive pupil. He lay hold of him by his vanity. Xavier taught philosophy and
was ambitious to have his lecture-room full. Ignatius sat at his feet,
brought others to the lecture and gave them generous praise. After a time
Xavier made the Exercises, and, in a secret conversation with Ignatius, was
won to the plan of devoting his life to the conversion of the Mohammedans or
to some other religious campaign.

One by one the early Jesuits were captured by the skillful fisher of men. To
the first two were soon added Diego Lainez, a Castilian youth of great
ability and quiet strength of character, a future General of the Society;
Alfonso Salmeron, a fiery and eloquent youth from Toledo, then in his
twentieth year, who would become one of the most learned opponents of the
Protestants; Nicholas Alfonso, from Valladolid, commonly known, from his
native village, as Bobadilla, a fearless and impetuous fighter; and Simon
Rodriguez, a handsome Spanish youth of noble birth, who would prove an
admirable courtier when kings were to be won. Many others whom Ignatius
sought refused to accept his stern ideal, and many were kept in the outer
courts of his temple, as it were, and not admitted to share his secret
design. The features of the coming Society were singularly foreshadowed. Only
these six out of all the friends and companions of Ignatius knew anything of
the great plan which filled his mind, and not one of the six knew which of
the others were admitted, like himself, to the inner counsels of the master.
Each was initiated in the strictest confidence, and forbidden to speak of it
to his most intimate friend. It was wholly unlike the foundation of any other
religious body.

At last, in July 1534, the six youths were permitted to know each other as
comrades in arms. It was time to discuss what form their crusade should take,
and Ignatius proposed that, after a week or two of increased austerity and
prayer, they should make the vow of self-dedication and decide upon their
future. There is the characteristic impress of Ignatius on every feature of
the enterprise. The ceremony was not to be in one of the churches of Paris,



but away across the meadows in the quiet little chapel of St. Denis on
Montmartre; in fact, in the crypt underneath the chapel. And on August 15th
they went out from the city gates in the early morning for what proved to be
the historic foundation of the Society of Jesus. Paris was still, at that
time, a comparatively narrow strip of town on either bank of the Seine
centering upon the island which bore the cathedral and the palace. A mile or
two of meadows and vineyards lay between it and the green hill of Montmartre,
on the slope of which was the old chapel of St. Denis. Underneath the choir
was a small vault-like chapel, and in this, on the Feast of the Assumption of
the Virgin, the little band of fervent southerners gathered to hear Peter
Favre, the only priest amongst them, say the Mass of the Virgin. At its close
they knelt in turns before the altar, and each vowed that he would live in
poverty and chastity, and either go out to convert the Turks or go wherever
the Pope should direct. No rumbling of angry devils was heard on this
occasion: the life of Paris flowed on its sparkling way; yet there was born
in that dim vault on that August morning one of the most singular and
formidable forces in the religious life of Europe.

The Society of Jesus was thus formed, though the seven men did not know it,
or adopt any corporate name. They broke their fast and spent the day on the
slope of the hill, elated with the joy of brotherhood and the promise of
mighty enterprise, talking of the adventurous future. What should be the next
step? Again we find the stamp of the peculiar genius of Ignatius on their
decision: the features which would degenerate into what is called Jesuitry in
the hearts and minds of less sincerely religious men. They were to return to
their studies, their philanthropy, and their secrecy, for two years, and they
would meet at Venice at the beginning of 1537. Ignatius never hurried. He
lived as if he intended to quit the world very speedily; he acted as if he
were assured of long life. He was founding a body whose supreme and
distinctive aim should be to serve the Pope, yet he concealed his work from
the Pope’s representatives as carefully as if he were really forming an
auxiliary troop for Martin Luther. Let it be carefully noted, too, that they
vowed either to go to Palestine or to serve the Pope in some other way
appointed by him. It seems clear that, if Ignatius had not already abandoned
the idea of a mission to the Turks, he held it lightly. In Paris he had
learned that the spirit of the Reformation was spreading over Europe as fire
spreads over a parched prairie. Men talked much of Luther and Calvin, little
of Mohammad.

They returned to their colleges and their hospitals for two years, and were
known to their companions only as monks who were too ascetic to enter a
monastery. Ignatius practised fearful austerities, and his followers fasted
and scourged themselves. Xavier looked back with such contrition on his
former fame as a runner that he tied cords round his legs until they bit into
the flesh and caused a dangerous malady. Probably the long delay was proposed
by Ignatius in the hope that he might add to the number of his followers, but
he found no more at Paris worthy or willing to be initiated; though three —
Le Jay, Paschase Brouet, and Codure– were added after his departure. He had
gone to Spain in the spring of 1535. Those of the youths who had property to
sacrifice had talked of going to Spain to arrange their affairs, but Ignatius
took the work on himself. His health was poor, he said, and he would try his



native air; he was also eager to keep them from their native air and
disapproving families. In March he walked afoot from Paris to Loyola, begging
his bread by the way.

The report of his life had reached the quiet valley at the foot of the
Pyrenees, and he found his brother and many admirers waiting in the last
stage of his journey. He remained three months in Azpeitia, and, as no one
could now interfere with his fiery preaching, he urged his townsmen to repent
and startled the province. His sanctity was now beyond question, because a
woman had recovered the use of a withered arm by washing his linen. Then he
arranged the affairs of his disciples and went to Venice. Here Hozes and the
Eguia brothers were added to the secret fraternity, and a year was spent in
tending the sick and other work of edification. The year 1537 broke at last,
and in its first week the six disciples, worn and ragged from the long
journey, joined their master. Walking in demure pairs, a staff in one hand
and a chaplet in the other, begging their bread and exhorting all they met to
virtue and repentance, the six learned students of the Paris University had
covered afoot, in the depth of winter, the hundreds of miles that lay between
Paris and Venice; flying before the advances of bold women, beaming under the
abuse of the new heretics, facing the Alps more bravely than a Hannibal or a
Napoleon. Strong efforts had been made to keep them at Paris. Why abandon
their precious work at the University for an unknown world? They had a secret
vow, they said; though they probably had little more idea than Ignatius of
going to Palestine. None of them learned Arabic or Turkish, or studied the
Koran: what they did learn was the Catholic doctrine assailed by the
followers of Luther.

For a month or two the strange missionaries mystified and edified Venice. It
was known that some of them were nobles, and all brilliant scholars, yet they
performed the most repulsive offices for the sick, and at times put their
mouths to festering wounds. Cardinal Caraffa, a stern Neapolitan reformer,
asked Ignatius to join the new Theatine order which he had just founded, and
Ignatius replied that they had vowed to go to Palestine. They would remember
their refusal when Caraffa became Pope. At last, in the middle of Lent,
Ignatius sent his followers to Rome to ask the Pope’s blessing on their
mission. He would not go himself, as he feared the enmity of Caraffa and of
the Spanish envoy Ortiz, who had opposed them at Paris. There was, in fact,
little danger of Ignatius going without the Pope’s blessing, as a new war
with the Turk had broken out, and it would not be unjust to conclude that the
real object of Ignatius was to bring his little troop to the notice of Paul
III. Ortiz himself procured them an audience, and they received the papal
blessing to accompany them to Palestine if they could get there, the Pope
lightly said. It is singular that Ignatius, after waiting so long, should
choose a time for their departure when the seas were closed against them.

They were ordained priests at Venice, and then they scattered over Northern
Italy, to allow a year’s grace to the Palestinian mission and let other
cities see their ways. Bologna, Ferrara, Siena, and Padua all university
towns now witnessed the strange labours of the nameless knights of Christ.
The years were not far distant when men would start with suspicion at the
coming of a “Jesuit” and wonder what dark intrigue brought him amongst them,



but in those early days they seemed the plainest and most guileless of
ministers. Two soberly dressed, barefooted youths, their pale faces warmed by
the smile which the master bade them wear under the eyes of men, would enter
the gate one evening, covered with the dust of long roads, and mount some
stone in the busy street or square; and, when men and women gathered round to
see the tricks of these foreign jugglers or tumblers, they would be startled
to hear such fiery preaching as had not been heard in Italy since the fresh
spring-time of the followers of Francis and Dominic. Then the preachers would
beg a crust of bread and a cup of water, and ask for the hospital, where they
might serve the sick. They had no name, the inquirer learned, and belonged to
no monastic body; they were simple knights-errant in the cause of Christ and
the poor. The one feature by which they might, to some close observer, have
given an inkling of the future was that they hung about the universities and
impressed youths with their learning; or that, while they served the poor,
they were pleased to direct the consciences of noble and wealthy women. Yet
who would suppose that within twenty years these men would be intriguing for
the control of the universities and shaping the counsels of kings?

Ignatius, Favre, and Lainez went to Vicenza, and found a lodging in a ruined
monastery near the town. From this they went out daily to beg, and tend the
sick, and startle townsfolk and villagers with explosive exhortations, in
broken Italian, to lay aside their sins. Again the Inquisition summoned them,
and dismissed them. At last, when it was clear that the road to the East was
indefinitely closed, Ignatius called his followers from their several towns,
and a council was held in the old convent. The events of these early days are
known to us only from Jesuit writers of the next generation, and, discarding
only the miracles with which they unnecessarily adorn the ways of their
founders, we may follow them with little reserve. These men were, beyond
question, in deadly earnest, though we shall see that some of them sheltered
little human frailties under their hair-shirts. But it is quite plain that,
however high and pure their aim was, they formed and carried their plans with
a diplomacy, almost an astuteness, of which you will not find a trace in the
founding of other monastic body. One monastic virtue is conspicuously absent
from the aureole of St. Ignatius — holy simplicity.

It was decided that Ignatius, Favre, and Lainez should go to Rome, and the
others should return to work in their university cities until they were
called to Rome. Before they parted, however, they gave themselves a name,
since people demanded one. We are, said Ignatius, the “Compania de Jesu,” the
“Company of Jesus”; although the prose of a later generation has translated
it the “Society of Jesus.” Then Xavier and Bobadilla went to Bologna,
Rodriguez and Le Jay to Ferrara, Salmeron and Brouet to Siena, Codure and
Hozes to Padua, to tend the sick, and instruct the children, and angle for
recruits; and Ignatius and his companions went on foot, in the depth of
winter, to Rome.

Paul III occupied the papal throne in the year 1537, and looked with troubled
eyes to the lands beyond the Alps, where the Reformation was now in full
blast. He was by temperament a Pope of the Renaissance, a man of genial
culture and artistic feeling, a man who owed his elevation to his sister’s
intimacy with a predecessor, and who might, if the age had not turned so



sour, have carried even into the papal apartments the graceful vices of his
youth. But there was now no mistaking the roll of the distant thunder; Rome
was sobered and disposed to put its house in order. Paul, knowing that the
appalling corruption of the Vatican, the clergy, and the monks must cease, or
else the Vatican and clergy and monks would cease, had appointed a commission
of the sterner cardinals to examine Luther’s indictment of his Church, and
one of the clearest points of agreement was that the unquestioned degradation
of the monks throughout Christendom must be severely punished. The general
feeling was that most, if not all, of the monastic orders should be
suppressed. It was therefore a peculiarly inopportune time to propose the
establishment of a new order. Was Ignatius more holy than Benedict, or Bruno,
or Francis, or Dominic? And had not every order that had yet been founded
fallen into evil ways within fifty years?

Ignatius was not more holy than Dominic and Francis, but he was shrewder and
more alert to the circumstances. He did not propose to rush into the presence
of Paul III. He and his companions settled at the Spanish hospital, and began
to tend the sick and instruct the children. They began also to have
influential admirers. “Let us,” Ignatius had said, as they entered Rome,
“avoid all relations with women, except those of the highest rank.” In later
years he said of their early work at Rome: “We sought in this way to gain men
of learning and of position to our side or, to speak more correctly, to God’s
side.” This identification of “our” side and God’s is the clue to early
Jesuitism. Men who were convinced of it might be intensely earnest and
unworldly, yet act as if they were ambitious. In fact, they were ambitious to
win the wealthy and powerful Ignatius says it repeatedly “for the greater
glory of God.” And the work went forward with great speed. They received a
poor little house in a vineyard at the foot of the Pincian Hill, and went out
daily to minister and to edify. One of their first friends was Codacio, a
wealthy and important official of the papal court. The better disposition of
Ortiz, the Spanish envoy, was also encouraged. Ignatius put him through the
Exercises in the old Monte Cassino Abbey, and, when the strain nearly drove
him mad, entertained him by performing some of the old Basque dances: a
subject for a painter, if ever there was. after a time the Pope received
Ignatius very affably, encouraged him to preach, and found academic chairs
for Favre and Lainez. Within a month or two Ignatius had made so much
progress that Roman gossip marked him as an intriguer for the red hat, which
he was not wealthy enough to buy.

Within four months, or at Easter 1538, Ignatius summoned the whole of his
followers to Rome. The poor little house in a vineyard was now too small, and
Codacio gave them a large house in the Piazza Margana. From this they went
out daily to beg and teach and preach, and to visit “ladies of the highest
rank.” These eleven eloquent and learned preachers, these nobles who begged
their bread and washed verminous invalids, soon divided the Roman world into
ardent admirers and ardent critics. An Augustinian friar, in particular,
opened fire on them from his pulpit. Ignatius was “a wolf in sheep’s
clothing,” he insisted; let people inquire at Alcala, and Salamanca, and
Paris, and Venice, and see whether he was not wanted by the Inquisition here
and there. Friends at the Vatican were reminded that this sort of thing
interfered with their good work, and the Pope was induced to inquire into the



charges; but even the Pope’s acquittal of them did not silence their critics,
and for a time they bore much poverty and anxiety. Half of Rome, if not half
of Catholicism, hated the Jesuits from their first year; and it would be
absurd to think that this was due to their fervour in denouncing sin. It was
due in a very large measure to the diplomatic character of the work of
Ignatius, which we perceive so clearly even in the discreet narratives of the
early Jesuit historians.

The infant Society was delivered from its perils by returning from the
cultivation of the rich and powerful to service of the weak and powerless. We
shall constantly find the fortunes of the early Jesuits vacillating according
as they practise one or other of these incongruous activities, and we can
quite understand that their critics came to see an element of calculation
even in their philanthropy. By their brave ministration to the poor they win
the favour of the rich: by the favour of the rich they rise to political and
educational work, and the poor are almost forgotten until some epidemic of
criticism threatens their very existence. It is quite useless to deny that
there was calculation in their humbler ministration when we find Ignatius
admitting it from the outset; yet it would be equally untrue to deny that
they served the poor with a sincere and often heroic humanity, and that the
favour and power they trusted to obtain by doing so were not sought for their
personal profit, but for the better discharge of what they conceived to be a
high mission.

So it was in the winter which closed the year 1538, in which their project
ran some risk of being buried under the stones of their critics. The terrible
cold of that winter led to a famine in Rome, and the followers of Ignatius
spent day and night in relieving the sufferers and begging alms for them.
Their house in the Piazza Margana was converted into a hospital, and no less
than four hundred destitute men found a home in it. The sympathy of the pious
slowly returned to them. “So happy a diversion had to be put to account” says
Cretineau-Joly, and Ignatius began to draw up the rules of his Society for
presentation to the Pope. Night by night the eleven priests sat in council to
determine the broad features of their association: to say, especially, in it
they would add a vow of obedience to their vows of poverty and chastity and
thus become a monastic body. In April they decided that they would have a
Superior and vow obedience to him; in May they resolved to adopt that
masterpiece of the “holy wiles “of Ignatius, the most distinctive and most
serviceable feature of the Society the vow to put themselves at the direct
disposal of the Pope. Naturally there was, and is, no religious body in the
Catholic Church whose members would not leap with alacrity to obey any order
of the Pope, and think it an honour to be selected for such a distinction;
indeed, we shall see that no other religious ever ventured to defy or evade
the commands of Popes as Jesuits have done. But we must observe how happily
this parade of obedience fitted the circumstances. The Pope had entered upon
a war against half of Christendom. Heresy was, like an appalling tide,
invading even his southern dominions, and it was inevitable that he should be
attracted by the proposal to put at his service a body of men of high culture
and heroic purpose, who would be ready, at a word, to fly to a threatened
point, to penetrate in disguise into the lands of the heretics, to whisper in
the ears and fathom the counsels of kings, or to bear the gospel to the new



countries beyond the seas.

This was the beginning of the famous Jesuit Constitutions, which were not
completed and printed until 1558. A short summary of their proposals was
handed by Ignatius, in September, to Cardinal Contarini, who would present it
to the Pope. It was read and approved by one of the Pope’s monk-advisers, and
Contarini then read it himself to Paul III. “The finger of God is here,” the
Pope is reported to have said, and he appointed three cardinals to examine
the document with care. Unfortunately for Ignatius, one of the three,
Cardinal Guiddiccioni, was so disgusted with the state of the monastic orders
that he would not even read the document. It seemed to him preposterous to
add to their number at a time when their corruption was ruining the Church.
In that sense he and his colleagues reported to the Pope, and Ignatius betook
himself, by prayer and good works, to a strenuous assault upon the heavens,
that some miracle might open the eyes of the cardinal. And about a year
later, the Jesuit historians say, the hostility of Guiddiccioni was
miraculously removed. He read the document, and was enchanted with it; and on
27th September 1540 the bull “Regimini militantis Ecclesiae” placed the
Society of Jesus at the service of the Counter-Reformation.

It need hardly be added that the “miracle” is susceptible of a natural
explanation. There is a curt statement in Orlandini, one of the first
historians of the Society, that during the year 1540 letters came to Rome
from all the towns where the followers of Ignatius had already worked,
telling the marvellous results of their preaching. Ignatius had done much
more than pray. Many a time in the course of the next few chapters we shall
find a shower of testimonial-letters falling upon a town where there is
opposition to the admittance of the Jesuits, and they were not “unsolicited
testimonials.” Contarini, too, would not lightly resign himself to defeat by
his brother-cardinal. Codacio, Ortiz, and many another, would help the work,
under the discreet guidance of Ignatius. Long before the Society was
authorised, the Pope was induced to employ the Jesuits for important
missions. He had chosen Rodriguez and Xavier, at the pressing request of the
King of Portugal, to carry the gospel to the Indies; he had sent Lainez and
Favre, at the prayer of a distinguished cardinal, to fight the growth of
Protestantism in Parma. Other members of the little group had gone to
discharge special missions, and glowing reports of their success came to
Rome. The Pope was won, and, when the Pope willed, it would hardly need a
miracle to induce Cardinal Guiddiccioni to read a document which it was his
office to read. Indeed, the statement that he refused for twelve months to
read a paper which the Pope enjoined him to read is incredible; it was a good
pretext for a change of mind, and for a miracle. The Society of Jesus was
founded on diplomacy.

FROM this account of the influences which shaped the character of the Society
of Jesus before and during its birth we may derive our first clue to the
singular history of the Jesuits. They might not implausibly make a proud
boast of the fact that they have always borne the intense hostility of
heretics and unbelievers, but the very reason they assign for this their
effective service to the Church prevents them from explaining why they have,
from their foundation, incurred an almost equal enmity on the part of a very



large proportion of the monks, priests, and laymen of their own Church.
“Jealousy,” they whisper; but since no other body in the Church, however
learned or active, has experienced this peculiar critical concentration of
its neighbours, we are bound to seek a deeper explanation. There are
distinctive features of the Jesuit Society which irritate alike the pious and
the impious, the Catholic and the non-Catholic.

We begin to perceive these features at the very birth of the Society. Its
founder has the temper of a monk, but the times will not permit the
establishment of a monastic order of the old type; a new regiment of soldiers
of the Church must engage in active foreign service, not degenerate into
fatness in domestic barracks. The success of Ignatius was due to the fact
that he had other qualities than those of the monk, and he met the new
conditions with remarkable shrewdness. It seems to me a mistake to conceive
him as a soldier above all things. He was preeminently a diplomatist. He
infused into the Society the energy and fearlessness of the soldier, but he
also equipped it with the weapons of the diplomatist, or, one might say, of
the secret-service man. He was a most sincerely and unselfishly religious
man, but he used, and taught others to use, devices which the profoundly
religious man commonly disdains. The Jesuits were Jesuits from the start. It
is a truism, a fulfilment of the known command of Ignatius, that they sought
the favour of the rich and powerful; it is a fact lying on the very surface
of their history, as written by themselves, that they accommodated their
ideals to circumstances as no other religious order had ever done in the
first decades of its life; it is the boast of their admirers that they used
“holy wiles” in the attainment of their ends. This stamp was impressed on
them by inheritance from their sire and the pressure of their surroundings.
These things were consecrated by the undoubted sincerity of the early Jesuit
ideal; they wanted power only for the service of Christ and the salvation of
men. What happened later was that the inner fire, the glow of which
sanctified these worldly maneuvers in the mind of the first Jesuits, grew dim
and languid, and the traditional policy was developed until even crime and
vice and hypocrisy were held to be lawful if they contributed to the power of
the Jesuits.

An examination of the rules and the activity of the early Jesuits will make
this clear. The Constitutions of the Society were not completed by Ignatius
until several years after the establishment, and they were afterwards
modified and augmented by Lainez, a less religious man than Ignatius, but it
will be useful to consider at once their distinctive and most important
features. In the main they follow the usual lines of monastic regulations,
and many points which are ascribed to the soldier Ignatius and usually held
to be distinctive of his Society are ancient doctrines of the monastic world;
such are, the duties of blind obedience, of detachment from family and
country, and of surrendering one’s personality. The famous maxim, that a
Jesuit must have no more will than a corpse, is familiar in every monastic
body, and is even found in the rules of Mohammedan brotherhoods. Some writers
have conjectured that Ignatius borrowed much from the Moorish fraternities,
but it is difficult to see how he could have any knowledge of them, and the
parallels are not important In any case, the story of the Society will very
quickly show us that this grim theory of blind obedience and self-suppression



was not carried out in practice; even the earliest Jesuits were by no means
will-less corpses and men who sacrificed their affections and individuality.

Omitting points of small technical interest, I should say that the most
significant features of the Jesuit Constitutions are: the establishment of a
large body of priests (Spiritual Coadjutors) between the novices and the
professed members, the extraordinary provisions by which a superior gets an
intimate knowledge of his subjects, the stress on the duty of teaching, the
distinction between a “house” and a “college,” the deliberate recommendation
to prefer youths of wealthy or distinguished families (caeteris paribus] to
poor youths, the despotic power and lifelong appointment of the General, the
fallacious and imposing vow of direct obedience to the Pope, and the absence
of “choir.” These primitive and fundamental features of the Society, taken in
conjunction with the special privileges which the Society gradually wheedled
from the Popes, go far toward explaining its great material success and its
moral deterioration. Some of these points need no explanation, or have
already been explained, and a few words will suffice to show the effect of
the others.

First as to the Spiritual Coadjutors. One who aspires to enter the Society
passes two years of trial as a “novice” then takes “simple” (or dissolvable)
vows and becomes a “scholastic” (student). In the other monastic bodies,
which now have simple vows, the aspirant takes his “solemn” (or indissoluble)
vows three years afterwards, before he becomes a priest. The peculiarity of
the Jesuits is that they defer the taking of the “solemn” vows for a
considerable number of years, and they thus have a large body of priests who
are not rigidly bound to the Society and cannot hold important office in it.
This gives the General, who has a despotic power of dismissing these
Spiritual Coadjutors, a very lengthy period for learning the intimate
character of men before they are admitted to the secrets of the Society.

Then there is the remarkable scheme of spying, tale-bearing, and registering
by which this knowledge of men is secured. The aspirant must make a general
confession of his life to the superior, or some priest appointed by him, when
he enters the Society. He is from that day closely observed and subjected to
extra-ordinary tests, and a strict obligation is laid on each to tell the
faults and most private remarks of his neighbour. The local superiors then
send periodical full reports on each man to the headquarters at Rome, where
there must be a bureau not unlike the criminal intelligence department of a
great police-centre: except that the good and the mediocre are as fully
registered as the suspects.

The important place assigned to teaching in the programme of the Society also
leads to serious modifications of the monastic ideal. Every order has some
device or other by which it escapes the practical inconveniences of its vow
of poverty, but the Jesuits have gone beyond all others. They have drawn a
casuistic distinction between a “college” and a “house of the professed” and
have declared that the ownership of the former is not inconsistent with their
vow of poverty. The result is that they may heap up indefinite wealth in the
shape of colleges and their revenues, yet boast of their vow of poverty. The
various devices of the monastic bodies to, at the same time, retain and
disclaim the ownership of their property are many and curious. This is the



one instance of a monastic body boldly saying that its vow is consistent with
the ownership of great wealth. Hence the mercantile spirit which will at once
spread in the Society.

The deliberate counsel to prefer rich or noble youths to poor, when their
other qualifications are equal, is a further obvious source of material
strength and moral weakness; we shall soon find them making wealth, or social
standing, or talent, the first qualification. The exemption from “choir” (or
chanting the psalms in choir for several hours a day) falls in the same
category. When we add to these elements of their Constitutions the
extraordinary privileges they secured from the Popes in the course of a
decade or two, we have the preliminary clues to the story of the rise and
fall of the Society. They were allowed to grant degrees in their colleges
(and so ruin and displace universities); they were declared exempt from the
jurisdiction of the local authorities, spiritual or secular; they might
encroach on the sphere of any existing monastery; and they received many
other powers which enabled them to pose as unique representatives of the
Papacy.

The tendency which we thus detect in the legislation of the Society is
equally visible in much of the personal conduct of its founder, and soon
shows its dangers in the lives of his less fervent followers. We have seen
how the sanction of the Society was secured, and we must note that Ignatius
was not more ingenuous in obtaining control of it. The conventional account
of his appointment to the office of General is edifying. About Easter 1541 he
summoned to Rome, for the purpose of electing a General, the nine fathers who
had taken the solemn vows. Four were unable to come, but they sent, or had
left at Rome, written votes, and Ignatius was unanimously elected. He
protested, however, that he was unworthy to hold the office, and compelled
them to hold a second ballot. At this ballot he received two-thirds of the
votes, three being cast for Favre. He then consulted his confessor, and was
told to accept the office; and for several days afterwards he washed the
dishes and discharged the humblest offices.

Orlandini naively confesses, however, that at the election Ignatius gave a
blank vote, and we can hardly suppose that he was so far lost in
contemplation as to be unaware that a blank vote was a vote for himself.
Further, the result of the second ballot plainly suggests that, if Ignatius
had again refused to accept the office, Favre would have been appointed. It
is difficult to doubt that he intended from the first to hold the office of
General, and indeed it would have been ludicrous for them to appoint any
other. But Ignatius knew his young followers, and he seems to have acted in
this way in order that they might place the authority in his hands in the
most emphatic manner. They are described in the chronicles as little less
than angelic, but we shall presently find that some of them were very human,
especially in the matter of obedience, and that at the
death of Ignatius they quarrel like petty princes for the succession.
Ignatius was piously diplomatic. He would use his power unreservedly in the
cause of Christ and the Pope, but it is important to note how from the start
the founder of the Society employs casuistry or diplomacy in getting power.

During the next fifteen years Ignatius remained at Rome, making only three



short and relatively unimportant missions Into Italy. They had moved from the
house in the Piazza Margana to the foot of the Capitoline Hill, where the
famous church of the Gesu now is. The old church of Sta Maria della Strada
had been given to them, and Codacio (who had joined the Society and given his
wealth to it) had built a house beside it for them. When Sta Maria proved too
small, they proposed to build a larger church, and nearly secured the
services of Michael Angelo; but the actual Gesu was begun in 1568 by Cardinal
Alexander Farnese.

From their house beside the old church the keen eyes of the General followed
the travels of his subjects to the ends of the earth and kept watch on Rome.
He was now approaching his fiftieth year: a bald, worn man, with piercing
black eyes in his shallow face, concealing an immense energy and power of
intrigue under his humble appearance. Under his eye the novices were trained,
and it was characteristic that he used to protest, when others urged him to
expel an unruly brother, that to put it in modern phrase he liked a little
“devil” in his novices. One of the first was young Ribadeneira, a cardinal’s
page, a noble by birth. He had come to their house one day when he was
playing truant, and had been caught by the romance of the life. He was only
fourteen years old, yet Ignatius received him and bore his fits of temper and
rebellion until he became a useful and obedient member. Between the fiery
Spanish boy and the aged and simple Codacio, the former papal official, there
was every shade of character to be studied and humoured. The younger novices
they went down to the age of eleven were encouraged to laugh and play, and
come to the General’s room to have fruit peeled for them; perhaps on the very
day on which he was stirring the Pope to set up an Inquisition on the Spanish
model at Rome or in Portugal. He loved the flowers of their garden, and
tender ladies had no more sympathetic confidant. Great austerities, of the
Manresa type, he rigorously forbade. The Jesuit was to be neat, clean,
cheerful, strong, industrious, guarded in speech and obedient. When it was
necessary to strike, he struck at once. One night, when the prefect of the
house came to make his report, it appeared that one of the novices (a young
nobleman) had ridiculed the excessive zeal of another. Brother Zapata was at
once summoned from bed and put out of doors.

His personal life was simple, to the eye. A Bible, a breviary, and an
Imitation of Christ were the only books in his poor chamber, which is still
shown to the visitor; and of these the breviary was not used, as he wept so
much in reading the office that he endangered his sight, and the Pope excused
him from reading it. He spent the first four hours of his early day in
meditation and the saying of Mass, then worked until noon, when all dined
together, in silence, and afterwards spent an hour in conversation under his
observant eye. Then he returned to his desk, or took his stick and his
sombrero, and limped to the hospital, or to the houses of the very poor or
the rich, or to the chambers of cardinals or papal officials. Many a jeer and
curse followed him as he walked, in neat black cloak, with downcast eyes and
grave smile, courteous to every beggar or noble who addressed him. Rome was
rich with monuments of his philanthropy schools, orphanages, rescue-homes,
etc.; but the fierce hostility never died, and at times it rose to the pitch
of a gale. After his round of visits he limped back, grave and humble, to the
house for the silent evening meal. When the novices were abed, the prefect



came to give him a minute account of the day’s life in the house, and, when
the prefect was abed, the large eyes still flashed in the worn, olive-tinted
face. He slept only four hours a night.

But all these pages of the written biography of Ignatius are of less interest
than the unwritten. To understand his real life during those fifteen years of
twenty-hour workdays you have to study the adventures of his colleagues far
away: to mark how the hostility of bishops and doctors and princes is
disarmed by a papal privilege or a papal recommendation, how the Protestant
plague cannot break out anywhere but a Jesuit appears, how the most nicely
fitted man is sent for each special mission, how the man disappears when
there is, rightly or wrongly, a cry of scandal, how the long white arms of
Ignatius Loyola seem to stretch over the planet from Sta Maria della Strada,
near the Pope’s palace. This vast and obscure activity of the General will be
best gathered from a short survey of the fortunes of the Jesuits during his
reign.

The first mission of interest to us, though not quite the first in point of
time, was the sending of two Jesuits to the British Isles. It seemed that
England was lost, and all that could be done was to resist Henry’s attempt to
stamp out the old faith in Ireland and persuade James v. to follow his
profitable example in Scotland. The mission was perilous, for, on the word of
these Jesuits of the time, nearly every chief in Ireland had gone over to
Protestantism, and in Scotland the nobles and officials were looking with
moist lips at the fat revenues of the monasteries. The Archbishop of Armagh,
who had fled to Rome, asked the Pope to send two Jesuits to his country, and
Codure ana Salmeron were appointed. Codure died, however, during the
negotiations, and Paschase Brouet was named in his place. As usual, Ignatius
chose his men with shrewdness. Brouet, the “angel of the Society,” was the
counterpart of Salmeron’s vigour and learning. They were granted the
privileges of Nuncii by the Pope, though Ignatius directed them to mention
these privileges only when the success of the mission required. In fact, he
gave them a written paper of instructions as to their personal behaviour
when, on 10th September 1541, they left for Paris and Edinburgh. They were to
travel as poor Jesuits but the wealthy young noble Zapata was permitted to
accompany and care for them.

What the precise aim of this mission was we do not know, but it was from
every point of view a complete failure. It is, of course, represented as a
success, and its purpose is said to have been merely to hearten the suffering
Irish people in their resistance and convey to them indulgences and
absolutions. But from the circumstances of the time and the duration of the
mission we may be sure that the two Jesuits learned very little English, and
less or no Gaelic, so that the idea seems absurd. In Scotland, certainly,
their mission was political. They saw James at Stirling Castle, and easily
got from him an assurance that he would resist the allurements of Henry VIII.
What they trusted to do in Ireland we are not informed, and it seems most
reasonable to suppose that they were to see the chiefs and stiffen them in
their opposition to England. This they wholly failed to do, for the leading
men would have nothing to do with them. The customary Catholic version of the
enterprise is that they happily accomplished their mission, traversed “the



whole of Ireland ” (as even Francis Thompson says), consoling and absolving,
and went home to report success. One fears that this account may be typical
of these early Jesuit reports of missions. To learn Gaelic and traverse the
whole of Ireland, or any large part of it, in thirty-four days (Orlandini),
in the sixteenth century, and in circumstances which compelled them to travel
with the greatest prudence, would assuredly be a miracle, especially when we
are told that for some time even the common folk shrank from them, and it is
hinted that the scattered Irish priests were unfriendly.

Apparently they travelled a little in disguise, or hid in the farms here and
there, for a few weeks, granting indulgences and dispensations, probably
through some Gaelic interpreter, until the English officials heard of their
presence and put a price on their heads. The Jesuit narrative credits them
with the bold idea of going to London and bearding the wicked Henry in his
palace. Their behaviour was singularly prudent for men with such exalted
ideas. Leaving Ireland, possibly at the entreaty of the Irish, as soon as the
search for them grew hot, they returned to Scotland, and finding that country
also aflame, they went on at once to Paris. There they received orders to
return to Scotland and discharge a secret mission similar to that they had
had in Ireland. They “hesitated and informed the Pope of the state of things
in Scotland,” says the Jesuit historian; in fact, they remained in Paris
until the Pope allowed them to return to Rome. If any be disposed to
criticise their conduct, he may be reminded that Brouet and Salmeron had
spent several weeks in Ireland at the risk of their lives. However, it is
plain that we have to look closely into these early Jesuit accounts of
missions which covered the infant Society with glory. A prudent examination
of them discovers features which have been carefully eliminated from later
Jesuit, or pro-Jesuit, works on the subject

As Henry VIII. died in 1547, and Edward VI. in 1553, it may seem singular
that Ignatius did not, when the Catholic Mary acceded to the throne, at once
dispatch a band of his priests to help in restoring the old faith. Neither
Orlandini nor his discreet follower, Cretineau-Joly, throws any light on the
mystery, but a few important hints may be gathered from the more candid early
Jesuit historian Polanco, a close associate of Ignatius, and the full
solution is indicated in Burnet’s History of the Reformation (ii. 526, in the
Oxford edition). This rare discovery of an independent document suggests that
the early story might read somewhat differently in many particulars if we
were not forced to rely almost entirely on Jesuit authorities.

From the brief statements scattered over the various volumes of Polanco’s
Historia Societatis it appears that from 1553 until his death Ignatius made
the most strenuous efforts to secure admission into England. Cardinal Pole,
it seems, asked the prayers of Ignatius for his success when he was summoned
to England, and, when Ignatius died and Lainez again approached Pole, the
cardinal pointedly replied that the only way in which the Jesuits could aid
him was by their prayers. In the meantime (1554) Ignatius pressed Father
Araoz, who was in great favour at the Spanish court, to urge Philip, and
induce ladies of the court to urge him, to take Jesuits to England. In 1556
he sent Father Ribadeneira, a courtly priest, to join Philip in Belgium and
press the request, but the reply was always that Pole was opposed to



admitting the Jesuits, Polanco makes it quite clear that Pole resisted all
the efforts of Ignatius from 1554 to 1556.

Burnet supplies the solution of the mystery. A friend of his discovered a
manuscript at Venice, from which it appears that Ignatius had overreached
himself and aroused the hostility of the cardinal. He had written to Pole
that, as Queen Mary was restoring such monastic property as had fallen to the
throne, it would be advisable to entrust this to the Jesuits, since the monks
were in such bad odor in England; and he added that the Jesuits would soon
find a way to make other possessors of monastic property disgorge. Pole
refused their co-operation and left the Jesuits angry and disappointed. The
historian cannot regard an anonymous manuscript as in itself deserving of
credence, but the statement very plausibly illumines the situation. I may add
that in 1558 Father Ribadeneira was actually smuggled into England in the
suite of Count Gomez de Figueroa, who had gone to console the ailing Queen.1

The count was a warm patron of the Jesuits, but Queen Mary died soon after
his arrival, and the last hope of the Jesuits was extinguished.

We cannot examine with equal freedom all the chronicles of early Jesuit
activity, and must be content to cull from the pages of the Historia
Societatis Jesu, the first section of which is written by Father Orlandini,
such facts as may enable us to form a balanced judgment of the Society under
Ignatius. Italy was, naturally, the first and chief theatre of their labours,
and in the course of a few years they spread from the turbulent cities of
Sicily to the foot of the Alps. I have already described the work of Ignatius
at Rome, and need add only that, as Orlandini tells us, he was one of the
most urge at in pressing the reluctant Pope to “reform” the Roman
Inquisition, or to equip it with the dread powers of the Spanish tribunal. At
the very time when he was devising pleas for toleration in Protestant and
pagan lands, he was urging that in Italy and Portugal there should be set up
the most inhuman instrument of intolerance that civilisation has ever known.
The psychology of his attitude is simple; he was convinced that he was asking
tolerance for truth and intolerance for untruth. The liberal-minded Romans
were not persuaded of the justice of his distinction, and the opposition to
the Society increased. The hostility, which at times went the length of
breaking Jesuit windows, is ascribed by his biographers chiefly to his zeal
for the conversion of prostitutes. He founded a large home for these women,
and would often follow them to their haunts in the piazze and lead them
himself to St. Martha’s House. On the whole, his great philanthropic services
and personal austerity secured respect for his Society at Rome, and it
prospered there until his later years.

1See Ribadeneira’s Historia Ecdesiastica del Stisma del Reyno de Inglaterra (1588), L, ii.
ch. xxii.

In the south of Italy the Society met little opposition in the early years.
Bobadilla had done some good work in troubled Calabria before the Society was
founded, and within the next ten years colleges were opened at Messina
(1548), Palermo (1549), and Naples (1551). The poet Tasso was one of the
first students of the Naples college. It was in the north that the more
arduous work had to be done. The seeds of the Reformation were wafted over
the Alps and found a fertile soil in the cities of the Renaissance. Hardly



anywhere else were monks and clergy so corrupt and ignorant, and nowhere was
there so much familiarity with the immorality of the Vatican system. Rome
itself lived on this corruption and regarded it with indulgence, but in the
university towns of the north educated men, and even women, who almost
remembered the lives of Sixtus iv., Innocent viii., Alexander vi., Julius
ii., and Leo x., were but provoked to smile when they were exhorted to cling
to the “Vicar of Christ”

(To be continued? Maybe.)

The Pagan Origin Of Easter

Did you know the Bible uses the word “Easter” only once? It’s in Acts 12:4

“And when he (Herod the king) had apprehended him (Peter), he put
him in prison, and delivered him to four quaternions of soldiers to
keep him; intending after Easter to bring him forth to the people.”

This “Easter” of course is not referring to the Resurrection of Jesus, but to
the Pagan festival of the worship of Ishtar, the fertility goddess!

That’s not to say we shouldn’t observe the Sunday Jesus rose from the dead,
but why call it Easter which is a form of the name of the fertility goddess
Ishtar? In the Russian language they call it Resurrection which is also their
word for Sunday, the first day of the week. We certainly should pollute the
day Jesus rose from the dead with Pagan rituals such as Easter egg hurts,
etc.

https://www.jamesjpn.net/religion/pagan-origin-easter/


A tract by David J. Meyer on the pagan origin of
Easter
(From http://www.lasttrumpetministries.org/tracts/tract1.html)

Easter is a day that is honered by nearly all of contemporary Christianity
and is used to celebrate the resurrection of Jesus Christ.

The holiday often involves a church service at sunrise, a feast which
includes an “Easter Ham”, decorated eggs and stories about rabbits.

Those who love truth learn to ask questions, and many questions must be asked
regarding the holiday of Easter.

Is it truly the day when Jesus arose from the dead? Where did all of the
strange customs come from, which have nothing to do with the resurrection of
our Saviour?

The purpose of this tract is to help answer those questions, and to help
those who seek truth to draw their own conclusions.

The first thing we must understand is that professing Christians were not the
only ones who celebrated a festival called “Easter.”

“Ishtar”, which is pronounced “Easter” was a day that commemorated the
resurrection of one of their gods that they called “Tammuz”, who was believed
to be the only begotten son of the moon-goddess and the sun-god.

In those ancient times, there was a man named Nimrod, who was the grandson of
one of Noah’s son named Ham.

Ham had a son named Cush who married a woman named Semiramis.Cush and
Semiramis then had a son named him “Nimrod.”

After the death of his father, Nimrod married his own mother and became a
powerful King.

The Bible tells of of this man, Nimrod, in Genesis 10:8-10 as follows: “And
Cush begat Nimrod: he began to be a mighty one in the earth. He was a mighty
hunter before the Lord: wherefore it is said, even as Nimrod the mighty
hunter before the Lord. And the beginning of his kingdom was Babel, and
Erech, and Accad,and Calneh, in the land of Shinar.”

Nimrod became a god-man to the people and Semiramis, his wife and mother,
became the powerful Queen of ancient Babylon.

Nimrod was eventually killed by an enemy, and his body was cut in pieces and
sent to various parts of his kingdom.

Semiramis had all of the parts gathered, except for one part that could not
be found.



That missing part was his reproductive organ. Semiramis claimed that Nimrod
could not come back to life without it and told the people of Babylon that
Nimrod had ascended to the sun and was now to be called “Baal”, the sun god.

Queen Semiramis also proclaimed that Baal would be present on earth in the
form of a flame, whether candle or lamp, when used in worship.

Semiramis was creating a mystery religion, and with the help of Satan, she
set herself up as a goddess.

Semiramis claimed that she was immaculately conceived.

She taught that the moon was a goddess that went through a 28 day cycle and
ovulated when full.

She further claimed that she came down from the moon in a giant moon egg that
fell into the Euphrates River.

This was to have happened at the time of the first full moon after the spring
equinox.

Semiramis became known as “Ishtar” which is pronounced “Easter”, and her moon
egg became known as “Ishtar’s” egg.”

Ishtar soon became pregnant and claimed that it was the rays of the sun-god
Baal that caused her to conceive.

The son that she brought forth was named Tammuz.

Tammuz was noted to be especially fond of rabbits, and they became sacred in
the ancient religion, because Tammuz was believed to be the son of the sun-
god, Baal. Tammuz, like his supposed father, became a hunter.

The day came when Tammuz was killed by a wild pig.

Queen Ishtar told the people that Tammuz was now ascended to his father,
Baal, and that the two of them would be with the worshippers in the sacred
candle or lamp flame as Father, Son and Spirit.

Ishtar, who was now worshipped as the “Mother of God and Queen of Heaven”,
continued to build her mystery religion.

The queen told the worshippers that when Tammuz was killed by the wild pig,
some of his blood fell on the stump of an evergreen tree, and the stump grew
into a full new tree overnight. This made the evergreen tree sacred by the
blood of Tammuz.

She also proclaimed a forty day period of time of sorrow each year prior to
the anniversary of the death of Tammuz.

During this time, no meat was to be eaten.

Worshippers were to meditate upon the sacred mysteries of Baal and Tammuz,
and to make the sign of the “T” in front of their hearts as they worshipped.



They also ate sacred cakes with the marking of a “T” or cross on the top.

Every year, on the first Sunday after the first full moon after the spring
equinox, a celebration was made.

It was Ishtar’s Sunday and was celebrated with rabbits and eggs.

Ishtar also proclaimed that because Tammuz was killed by a pig, that a pig
must be eaten on that Sunday.

By now, the readers of this tract should have made the connection that
paganism has infiltrated the contemporary “Christian” churches, and further
study indicates that this paganism came in by way of the Roman Catholic
System.

The truth is that Easter has nothing whatsoever to do with the resurrection
of our Lord Jesus Christ.

We also know that Easter can be as much as three weeks away from the
Passover, because the pagan holiday is always set as the first Sunday after
the first full moon after the spring equinox.

Some have wondered why the word “Easter” is in the the King James Bible.

It is because Acts, chapter 12, tells us that it was the evil King Herod, who
was planning to celebrate Easter, and not the Christians.

The true Passover and pagan Easter sometimes coincide, but in some years,
they are a great distance apart.

So much more could be said, and we have much more information for you, if you
are a seeker of the truth.

We know that the Bible tells us in John 4:24, “God is a Spirit: and they that
worship him must worship him in spirit and in truth.”

The truth is that the forty days of Lent, eggs, rabbits,hot cross buns and
the Easter ham have everything to do with the ancient pagan religion of
Mystery Babylon.These are all antichrist activities!

Satan is a master deceiver, and has filled the lives of well-meaning,
professing Christians with idolatry.

These things bring the wrath of God upon children of disobedience, who try to
make pagan customs of Baal worship Christian.

You must answer for your activities and for what you teach your children.

These customs of Easter honor Baal, who is also Satan, and is still
worshipped as the “Rising Sun” and his house is the “House of the Rising
Sun.”

How many churches have “sunrise services” on Ishtar’s day and face the rising
sun in the East?



How many will use colored eggs and rabbit stories, as they did in ancient
Babylon.

These things are no joke, any more than Judgement day is a joke.

I pray to God that this tract will cause you to search for more truth.

We will be glad to help you by providing more information and by praying for
you.

These are the last days, and it is time to repent, come out and be separate.

David J. Meyer

Last Trumpet Ministries International
PO Box 806
Beaver Dam, WI 53916


